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In 1906 Hadamard established the following criterion for the global invertihility 
of continuously differentiable maps ,f from R” into R”: 
HA~IAMAR~I’S THEOKEM. Suppose the derivative f’(x) is invertible for every x in 
R” and suppose jg inf,,, <, (l/l/f’(x)-‘11 ) dt = io. Thenfmaps R” diffeomorphically 
onto R”. 
If./ is only locally Lipschitz continuous, then the derivative f’(x) may not exist, 
but we can replace it with a generalized derivative JJ(x) which is a certain compact, 
convex collection of linear transformations of R”. Using df(x) we extend 
Hadamard’s theorem to the class of locally Lipschitz continuous maps. The 
question of global invertibihty for nonsmooth maps arises naturally in several 
applied areas, including electrical network theory and nonlinear elasticity. ti” ,9** 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theorem below was proved by Hadamard [6]. In the statement of 
this theorem, we use the notation //A//, where A is a linear transformation 
of R”, to mean the co-norm inf,,, =, IAu(. 
HADAMARD’S THEOREM. Suppose f  is u continuously d&ferentiable map 
from R” into R” and suppose the derivative f’(x) is invertible for every x. Let 
m(l) = infIx, <I /lf’(xY/. If 
I 
m  
m(t) dt = co, 
0 
then f  maps R” diffeomorphically onto R”. 
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As a basic result concerning global invertibility, this theorem has attrac- 
ted a certain amount of attention over the years. Variations and corollaries 
have been discovered, different proofs have been found, and extensions to 
C’ maps of Banach spaces have been established. For example, look at 
Hermann [9], John [13], Levy [16], Meyer [18], Ostrowski [20], 
Plastock [21], Radulescu and Radulescu [26], Rheinboldt [27], and 
Schwartz [28]. 
The attention paid to Hadamard’s theorem reflects in part the important 
role of global invertibility results in a number of areas, including electrical 
network theory, partial differential equations, theory of economic 
equilibria, stability of nonlinear systems, and nonlinear elasticity. See, for 
instance, Ball [ 11, Berger [2], Gale and Nikaido [5], Kawamura [14], 
Mas-Cole11 [17], Olech [19], Plastock [21], or Radulescu and Radulescu 
WI. 
In some of these applied areas, like electrical network theory and non- 
linear elasticity, nonsmooth functions arise in natural ways, so in recent 
years we have seen studies of global invertibility which admit nondifferen- 
tiability in one way or another. Ball [l], Kawamura [14], Kojima and 
Saigal [15], and Pourciau [23-251 provide examples of such work. 
In the present paper, we establish a generalization of Hadamard’s 
theorem which is valid for a certain class of nonsmooth mappings from R” 
into R”. To be more specific we consider the class of maps from R” into R” 
which are locally Lipschitz continuous. (This class includes, of course, the 
continuously differentiable maps.) For such maps f the derivative f’(x) may 
not exist on certain subsets of R”, so we employ a generalized derivative 
3f(x), which for each x is a nonempty, convex, compact collection of linear 
transformations of R”. When each linear transformation A in af(x) is 
invertible (for short we say as(x) is invertible), it turns out that fis a local 
homeomorphism at x. Let //af(x)// stand for the number inf, t dfc’f(*) //A//, 
where again //A// = inf,,, =, IAul. We prove the following generalization of 
Hadamard’s theorem: 
THEOREM. Suppose f is a locally Lipschitz continuous map from R” into 
R”, and suppose the generalized derivative af (x) is invertible for every x. Let 
m(t) = infly, c f iiww. V 
5 
m  
m(t) dt = co, 
0 
then f maps R” homeomorphically onto R”. 
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2. LOYAL INVERTIBILITY 
From now on we shall assume that f’ : R” + R” is locally Lipschitz con- 
tinuous. This means that each point x has a neighborhood on which f is 
Lipschitz continuous. Rademacher (see [29)) proved that the derivative 
f’(x) off must exist almost everywhere (in the sense of n-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure). By the derivativef’(x) we mean, of course, the linear 
transformation of R” that satisfies 
*im If’(x + h) -f(x) -f’(x) 4 = o 
h-0 lhl 
Given any particular point x, the derivative at x may or may not exist, but 
we can always form the following collection of linear transformations: 
V(x) = n W{f’(z):f’(;) exists, )z-XI <s>. 
s>o 
Here iZ stands for the closure of the convex hull. We call this collection the 
generalized derivative off at x. It is easy to see that af(x) is nonempty, con- 
vex, and compact. Introduced by Clarke [3] to study optimal control and 
variational problems with nonsmooth data, this notion of derivative and 
variations of it have been used in recent years to extend results in nonlinear 
programming, optimal control, and global analysis. Consult, for example, 
Clarke [3,4], Halkin [7, 81, Hiriart-Urruty [lo-121, or Pourciau 
[22-251. 
Detailed accounts of the generalized derivative af(x) and its basic 
properties can be found in Clarke [3] or Pourciau [22]. For our present 
purposes, we call attention to a couple of these properties here. Iffhappens 
to be C’ on a neighborhood of x, then the collection @f(x) reduces to the 
singleton (f’(x)). Results involving the generalized derivative will con- 
sequently extend their C’ counterparts. When f is C’ on a neighborhood of 
x and f’(x) is invertible, f will map a neighborhood of x diffeomorphically 
onto a neighborhood of y =f(~) by the classical inverse function theorem. 
For the nonsmooth case, we have the generalization below. Proofs can be 
found in Clarke [4] or Pourciau [22]. Recall that saying af(x) is inver- 
tible means that each linear transformation in @(x) is invertible. 
LOCAL INVERSION THEOREM. If f is locally Lipschitz continuous and the 
generalized derivative Jf (x) is invertible, then f maps a neighborhood of x 
homeomorphical!y onto a neighborhood of y = f (x). 
Consider a particular point x. Using the local inversion theorem or some 
other means, suppose we know that f maps a neighborhood U of x 
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homeomorphically onto a neighborhood V of y =f(x). Restricted to U, f 
then has a continuous inverse g defined on V. As our goal is to establish 
criteria ensuring the existence of a global inverse, we are interested in 
whether and how far we can extend this local inverse beyond its original 
domain V. A number of authors, either directly or indirectly, have studied 
this continuation problem for local homeomorphisms. For various 
approaches, consult Hermann [9], John [13], Ostrowski [20], Plastock 
[21], and Rheinboldt [27]. 
John’s approach is particularly direct. We describe it briefly, with a few 
minor alterations suited to our situation. Suppose f: R” + R” is a local 
homeomorphism. For simplicity of notation, assume f(0) = 0. Then there 
must exist a ball B about 0 and a continuous local inverse g: B -+ R” with 
g(0) = 0. Now we continue g along lines as far out as possible. More 
precisely, for any points w  and y in R” let [w, y] denote the line segment 
{( 1 - t) w  + ty: 0 d t Q 1 }, and define the natural co-domain D of f as 
follows: D is the set of all points y in R” such that there exists a continuous 
inverse g defined on the segment [0, y] and satisfying g(0) = 0. A simple 
argument shows that the value g(y) depends uniquely on f and y. Define a 
function f-’ on D by f-‘(y) =g(y). 
CONTINUITY LEMMA. D is open, f - ’ is an inverse off defined on D, and 
f - ’ is continuous on D. 
MAXIMALITY LEMMA. Suppose { yj) is a sequence in D which lies on a 
fixed ray from 0 and converges to some j $ D. Then the sequence {f - ‘( y,)} 
is unbounded. 
These lemmas have simple proofs. See John [ 133. 
3. INEQUALITIES 
To prove theorems about global invertibility, we must be able to 
estimate the size of the natural co-domain D. For this we will need the two 
inequalities established in this section. 
Notation. Let Z denote the identity transformation on R”. Let A be any 
linear transformation from R” into R” and define 
lvll= SUP I4, l/All = inf,,, = 1 IA4, 
IUJ = 1 
the norm and co-norm of A, respectively. If A and B are inverses, then we 
have 
1 
IIBII = m and 
1 
IIAII =jpg . 
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If .d is a collection of linear transformations from R” into R”. we define 
II4 = sup IIAll, lf.~// = inf IlNl, 
At 4 A t .d 
the norm and co-norm of &, respectively. We say cd is invertible provided 
every linear transformation A in d is invertible, and in this case d ’ 
stands for the collection of all inverses A- ’ for A E .d. Lastly, cod denotes 
the convex hull of the collection ,d. 
As we start working toward the first inequality, let us remind ourselves 
that f is assumed to be a locally Lipschitz continuous map from R” into 
itself. Iffwere C’ on a neighborhood of a particular point x, then of course 
f would have a local C’ inverse g defined on a neighborhood of y =.f(x). 
This local inverse g would satisfy 
g’(y) of’(x) = 1 
and hence also 
(*) 
We seek an analog of (*) for generalized derivatives. First we require a 
lemma. 
CO-NORM LEMMA. Let .d be a collection of linear transformations of R”. 
If d is compact and invertible, then 
Proof: The collection co&- ’ is compact, because d -’ is compact and 
(in a finite-dimensional space) the convex hull of a compact set is compact. 
The continuous function I/ 11 will therefore assume a maximal value on 
cod-‘. Since cod-’ is a convex subset of a finite-dimensional space, the 
convex function (1 I( will assume its maximal value at some extreme point B 
of cod -I. We know that BE J&I. Let A be the inverse of B. Then the 
required inequality follows easily: 
llco,~ ~’ II = IlBll 
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To get an analog of (*), we will use the above lemma, letting d be a cer- 
tain generalized derivative. First let us recall a more detailed version of the 
local inversion theorem stated in Section 2. For the proof, consult Clarke 
[4] or Pourciau [22]. 
LOCAL INVERSION THEOREM. Suppose af(x) is invertible. Then f maps 
some neighborhood U of x homeomorphically onto a neighborhood V of 
y = f (x). The local inverse g defined on V is Lipschitz conrinuous, and (with 
respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure) for almost every z in U we have 
s’Cf @)I of’(z) = 1. (**) 
From (**) we would like to infer the inclusion 
WY) = coaf(x)-‘, 
for then we could apply the co-norm lemma to get 
1 
Il~g(x)ll G ,,af (x),, 3 
which is the inequality we seek. Unfortunately, (**) does not imply the 
above inclusion, so we must sidestep a little. 
Let V, g, and y be as in the local inversion theorem. Assume T c V and 
form the generalized derivative oj’g at y with respect to T. 
aTg(y)= n E{g’(w): Iw-yl-ci$g’(w) exists, WET}. 
d>O 
In general of course a’g( y) L ag(y), but, in fact, Warga [30] has shown 
that as long as the complement V/T has (n-dimensional) measure zero, 
a’g( y) = 8g( y). For us it is convenient to take 
T = (domain g’) n f (domain f’). 
Then T is measurable, V/T has zero measure, and for each w in T we find 
,f’[g(w)] og’(w) = I. Using the local inversion theorem, a short argument 
(we omit the straightforward details) gives the inclusion 
Using Warga’s result and the co-norm lemma, we get 
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We have proved 
ZHequality I. Let dj’(x) be invertible and suppose g is the local inverse. 
Then 
1 
Ila‘dYN ‘<,laf(x),l 9 
where y =f( x). 
The second inequality we need is an obvious consequence of the follow- 
ing mean value theorem for locally Lipschitz continuousS: Suppose a and 
b are points in C, a convex subset of R”. Then for some linear transfor- 
mation A in the collection 
we have 
f(b)-f(a)=A(b-a). 
For the proof of this mean value theorem, see Pourciau [22]. Consult 
Hiriart-Urruty [12] for an overview of mean value theorems in nonsmooth 
analysis. 
Inequality II. If a and b belong to the convex set C, then 
If(b)-f(a)1 6 lb-4 SUP llV(xH. 
ICE c 
4. GLOBAL INVERTIBILITY 
We can now prove the following extension of Hadamard’s theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose f: R” + R” is locally Lipschitz continuous and 
suppose the generalized derivative df (x) is invertible for every x. Let 
m(t) = infIxI c I bzf-bd~~. If 
i 
00 
m(t) dt = GO, 
0 
then f maps R” homeomorphically onto R”. 
Proof: By the local inversion theorem, f must be a local 
homeomorphism. Let D be the natural co-domain of $ To prove the 
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theorem, it is clearly sufficient to show that D = R”. Suppose this is not the 
case. Then the boundary of D contains some point j. Since D is open, 
j 4: D. Let f- ’ be the inverse defined on D, and for y E [0, j) define 
n(y)= sup If-‘(w)l. 
WE co1 
By the maximality lemma, as y -+ j in the segment [0, j), f-‘(y) must be 
unbounded. We infer that the continuous function n: [O, j) -+ R assumes 
all nonnegative numbers. It follows that for any partition 
o=t,<t,< ... <tJ<oO 
of [0, cc) there exist points y,, y,, . . . . y, in the segment [0, j) such that 
n( yj) = tj and yj is the point closest to 0 for which this equality holds. 
Hence the Riemann sum 
J-- 1 J-1 
C m(tj+I)(tj+I-tj)= C mCn(Yj+l)lCn(Yj+l)-n(Yj)l. 
j=O j=O 
Now we estimate the differences that appear in each term of the second 
sum. For y E [0, j) and x =f-‘( y) we have by Inequality I, 
1 1 
“af-‘(y)” ~//f3f(x)//%l[n(y)]~ 
But applying Inequality II on the convex set [0, j), we see that 
and this implies 
n(Yj+l)-n(Yj)d 
Iv,+ I -Yjl 
mCn(Yj+ 111 
after a short manipulation. 




G 1 IYJ+l-Yjl=lYJl 
j=O 
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This contradicts our assumption that s; m(t) dt = a. lt follows that D 
must in fact be all of R”, and the theorem is proved. 
As a corollary we obtain the following result, proved in 1231 by a quite 
different method. 
COROLLARY. Suppose af (x) is invertible for every x. If there is a constant 
c such that //af (x)/l 3 c > 0 for every x, then f maps R” homeomorphically 
onto R”. 
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